
TKG at SES: High-Quality Data Key  
to Local Success 

Summary: In addition to its own signature 
conference series, The Kelsey Group has run 
local search-focused tracks at Search Engine 
Strategies events for the past year. During 
last week’s conference in San Jose, California 
(SES’ second-largest show, behind New York), 
TKG programmed and moderated a series of 

sessions on local search marketing. These in-
cluded a panel discussion on the challenges of 
local marketing and a demonstration of mo-
bile local iPhone applications. This Advisory 
recaps some of the key themes and takeaways 
for Interactive Local Media clients who were 
unable to attend.

Sweating the Small Stuff
Search Engine Strategies’ conferences are always 
interesting venues for The Kelsey Group to run sessions. 
The specific focus on search marketing provides a 
good setting in which to discuss the changing issues 
that face online advertisers. 

The TKG sessions at last week’s SES event in San 
Jose, California, focused on the evolution of local 
search and the gaps between point of search and point 
of purchase, as well as demonstrations of new mobile 
local search applications. One theme that emerged 
as key to local search marketing was the value of 
good local data. Specifically, comprehensive data are 
becoming increasingly necessary to vie for the attention 
of evolving local searchers and to compete for search 
rankings against savvy local search marketers.

For local advertisers, this involves refining an online 
presence and a search marketing campaign based on 
changing user search behavior and better recognition of 
the way people search for things locally. For local media 
companies and directories, it likewise means local 

advertising products need to stay abreast of evolving 
user trends to stay competitive. 

The size of the local opportunity is well known 
among local search players and directories. TKG 
forecast data indicate local online directional media 
(local search and Internet Yellow Pages) will represent 
a $16 billion industry by 2012. Local intent (both 
explicit and implicit) meanwhile accounts for about 25 
percent of searches. But there are also considerable and 
well-known challenges in the fragmentation of local 
advertisers and of local media. 

Furthermore, the opportunity in local isn’t 
being met with listing comprehensiveness and a full 
understanding of the evolution of local search behavior. 
The traditional category-based taxonomy of Yellow 
Pages is well designed for the use case of print lookups. 
But online, a headings-driven taxonomy is at odds with 
the more specific type of local search that Google and 
other core search engines have conditioned users to 
practice. Such free-form search is usually more granular 
in nature. In other words, more and more users are 
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searching by specific product (i.e., “rainbow flip-flops, 
Berkeley”) rather than by business category (i.e., “Shoe 
Store, Berkeley”).  

A parallel concept is the granularity with which 
searchers are typing in geographic modifiers: They 
often go deeper than city- or ZIP-level terms. Urban 
Mapping, which spoke at SES, bases much of its data 
generation on this premise. Its “geo mods,” for example, 
provide local advertisers with better geographic 
keywords to use in their search marketing campaigns.

Video Continues Ascent
Beyond core data, content expectations have evolved 
throughout online products, and many have reached the 
local level. Video is a big one, covered continuously on the 
TKG blog and in the recent U.S. Local Video Forecast.

Specifically, small and medium-sized business videos 
are beginning to show the success metrics they’ve been 
purported to have when integrated in a local search 
environment. Local listings and search marketing 
provider eLocal Listing presented data at SES indicating 
that business profiles containing video have seen a 3.34-
times increase in clickthrough rates. 

This can be attributed to a combination of factors. 
Pages that contain video can get higher search rankings 
because of the well-publicized universal search trend in 
which search engines increasingly favor audio, video and 
images. There is also a human factor at play, in which 
video thumbnails attract the curiosity of searchers and 
stand out among text-only search results.

Beyond the click, listings with video are also seeing 
higher conversions, measured by eLocal Listing via call 
tracking. This jibes with many of the SMB video benefits 
we’ve argued in the past, including the ability for video 
to more effectively sell the personality of a business. 
Video can also act as a proxy for a business’ level of 
quality. Many users consciously or subconsciously view 
a business that is on top of its advertising game to be 
superior in other areas as well. 

Moral of the Story
For local advertisers, the content that populates their 

Web sites, landing pages and listings is perpetually 
held to higher standards of comprehensiveness and 
quality. The keywords used in their search marketing 
campaigns likewise should follow this logic, as 
should product evolution on the part of local media 
companies and directories. 

Recognizing local search user behavior and 
optimizing content will produce better search rankings. 
Not doing so will result in losses of traffic, market share 
and eventually advertisers. 

What’s Next?
As mentioned, search queries are moving past the 
business category level down to the product level (or 
service set). But they are also beginning to move to an 
even more granular level, beyond product names to 
real-time product availability.

The early leaders in this space include Krillion, 
NearbyNow and theFind, each of which sat on TKG’s 
panel series at SES. As these companies’ services gain 
awareness and use (especially during the coming holiday 
season), consumers will be conditioned through 
positive reinforcement to expect product inventory-
level functionality in their local searches.

Companies such as Krillion and NearbyNow have 
grown from destination sites into providers for other 
well-travelled search destinations, realizing that their 
data sets will be of paramount importance as user 
behavior and expectations grow. 

Final Thoughts: Mobile to Bridge Gap
The importance of good local data will be amplified by 
similar, but much more accelerated, user behavior shifts 
in the mobile realm. With mobile device standards 
rising, due mostly to the iPhone, mobile search has been 
given more mass market appeal (see TKG Advisory 
“The iPhone Era: Mobile Local Search Gets its Due”). 
The concept of searching for things on a mobile device 
will finally break out of the early adopter phase in which 
it has been stuck for years. 

Local will meanwhile capture a greater share of mobile 
searches than it has online, particularly with product 
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searches in the retail category. So as mobile local search 
adoption grows, the high-quality local data will find a 
second home, and source of value, in mobile distribution.   

The mobile device could also serve as an important 
means of bridging the online-offline gap. Due to the vast 
majority of local conversions that happen offline, this 
gap is a well-known source of uncertainty in assessing 
the return on investment of online local marketing.  

The mobile device offers the advantage of being 
present at the point of purchase, which will likely 
lead to increases in consumer usage. As a result, we’ll 
see more mobile local search product development 
that involves promotional, cost-per-action, and 
transactional-based advertising across local product 
and service categories. Already on board is online 

product search destination theFind, which exhibited 
its yet-to-be-released iPhone application during a 
TKG-run SES session. The app pulls in inventory data 
feeds from both Krillion and NearbyNow.

Such data-rich functionality and user experience will 
be the basis for important local monetization efforts 
around local product search on the mobile device. And 
fitting to the theme of TKG’s sessions at SES, solid local 
data will be paramount.  

Many of the behind-the-scenes business development 
conversations at SES (of which we can’t provide detail) 
centered on these types of partnerships between 
local data providers and local destinations and traffic 
aggregators. This trend will continue to grow as a means 
of online and mobile search product evolution. ILM


